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THE STRUCTURE OF ATOMIC NUCLEI ;
By m . f . s o o n a w a l a
(Kccetvect for publication, May 6, /94a)
A B ST R A C T . • The possibility of atomic nuclei «oiisisting of smaller nuclei 0/ comparable 
in.Ls.se.s i.s discussed. The depth niid width of the potential holes corre.spondiiig to the nuclear 
eiicrgv are calculated for some nuclei The expected masses and charge.*-' of the exi hatige 
])urticles "holding the nuclei together ar& r-alcujated for .'.onie cases The nuclear .spins of .some 
of. the rare gases are derived by comparison.
Tlie study of tlie propertie.s of tlie atomic mideus lias rcc'civcd much attention 
ill recent years both from the tlieoretica] and the experimental standpoints. 
Prominent among these has fieeii the work of Bohr who has considered in detail a 
model of the nucleus, now familiar as the liquid drop model. On the other band, 
the essence of a theory propounded by the present w'l'iter some years ago’ is to 
consider the nucleus as resembling a binary or multiple stellar system in which 
there are a few components of comparable masses. A few simple assumptions led 
to a unified scheme of arrangement of the different elements, which fell into 
naturally related groups. I^'he components of the nucleus were assumed to be 
jirovided by the rare gas nuclei and the protons. Considering only the binary 
systems composed of two components, a satisfactory picture was obtained of the 
building up of chemically similar nuclei, On making a second assumption of 
positron emission (the newer version of oltclronic absorption), whole series of 
chemically similar elements take up their (ilaces in a natural way in a new kind of 
periodic table, which is reproduced here as Table I. The fundamental partfcles 
have since increased in number following the discovery of the neutron, the posi­
tron, the me.sotron, and possibly the neulriiio and the aulinenfrino. A large 
number of new isotopes has also been discovered, and the laws of interaction have 
been investigated. The inherent consistency of the original scheme makes it 
worth our while to revise and re-assess it in the light of these new discoveries.
The large number of isotopes which have been discovered during the. past 
few years fit in well into the scheme for two nuclei made up of two components. 
A very complete list of the lighter isotopes up to mass 40 has been given by 
Barkas.® The isotopes of Na, Mg, K and Ca, and most of Cl, fit in quite well, 
isotope by isotope, as constituted of Ne, A and He nuclei and protons. The 
existence of a number of isotopes of Ba has come to light and these find places 
in the nuclei originating from X .
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Coming to the question of the interaction forces holding the iiudetis ibgethel-; 
uc cannot do better than follow the lead of the well-determined investigations 
juio the structure of the deuteron. The nature of the force there found is of the 
exchange type, first introduced by Majorana. We may imagine the deuteron 
nucleus as composed of two neutrons with a positron moving between them, 
attaching itself to the neutrons alternately. During the period of such an attach­
ment the neutron becomes a proton, and the nucleus consists of a neutron and a 
|)rolon. When the positron disengages itself from the proton and goes over to the 
neutron, the nucleus once again consists of a proton and a neutron, n^ ith their 
)>c)sitions virtually interchanged. This mechanism may or may not correspond tb 
reality in nature ; but the force derived from this idea of the interchange of 
positions of the constituents of the nucleus has Ireen shown to be suflicient to hold 
the deuteron nucleus together. The potential function is found to be of the form 
w'here I /A defines the range of the inlermiclear force and is given by
A = 2irMr
where M is the mass of the exchange particle. This range is taken extremely 
.>;mall, the exchange force being effective for values smaller than this and virtually 
disappearing at greater distances. The depth, V, of the potential hole, and its 
breadth have been investigated for certain representative forms of the function. 
'I'o calculate the approximate values of the depth and breadth of the potential 
hole of the deuteron nucleus, we follow the general procedure adopted, by Bethc 
and Bacher.'’ The wave equation for a nucleus made up of two nuclei of masses 
M) and Ms can be written down as
+
9  3' I" d
1 +
21* M , 9 •V2 B y i
!i)
Here V' signifies a function of the co-ordinates, as
= y I, s i . Si ; -V3i ys. Sat J ® ) ; ( a^)
and [\l>] the same function with positional co-ordinates interchanged, as
[^] = V'(.vv, 3'®t s ® i ; ^it yi. 2ii sa). ••• (2b)
Here ,V|, y j, c j, sj denote the co-ordinates of position and the spin of M j, and 
'2, .Vj, sa, sa, similar quantities for Mg. The equation indicates an exchange 
force of the Majorana type, only the spatial co-ordinates of M) and M2 being 
interchanged without their spins being affected. The condition for this is that 
vU'a, ya, s®, s’x ; ici, y i ,  z i, sa )= F i(x 2 , ya, 2.2 ; x j,  3’ j ,  zil.Fafs , sa) (3) 
and
Uc, . yt, 2i» si ; a^» ya» 22, sa) = Fj(ari, yj, z j ; xg, ya, Z2).Ft(2|, sa). (4)
Thi$ reduces (i) to
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i J ,  'mV  K o F jU i ,  X i )
~ - y i M ¥ i i x s , X i ) .  ... (5)
Here .T] ^nd a:2 denote, in short, ail the corordinates x \ ,  y i ,  zi^ and xg, yg, 23. 
J(j) is the, potential energy. We introduce new variables .r, y, 2, describing the 
motion of the centre of mass of the system, and 1, 0, 0, the polar co-ordinates of 
M j relative to M x. The relation between the different co-ordinates is given by
+ Mg.r.2
M7~l-Ma ’
=  +Mgy.j .
M j + M g  ’
__M 1 21 + M vgZg .
M r+M g ’
r sin 6 cos <t> = X2~x  1 ;
I 7 sin  ^ sin ?> —yg —j i  ;
, , r cos S =  22 ~ 2l .
The introduction of these co-ordinates reduces (5) to
___ / 9 ° F i  + 9 “F i  .^ .a*Fx V  _ 2 _ i i  . 8 . ( , 8 F ,
" t r
+ - - -
.. (6)
•• (7)
. . .  (8)
-  (g)
... {10) 
... (rr) 
*
8 ®F ,
Mi - t -M2\  9 'v® 6y*  ^ d J  M |r'®' 0 r 7 '  d r  j  r® sin® 80®
* i 4 ne- a s '
Here M/2 is the reduced mass of the system given by
’ ... (x3)
Ml -t- Mg
We separate the equations by expressing F ] as the product of a function of 
.V, y, z, and a function of r, d, <l>.
Fi(.v, y, z, r, 0, 0) =  F(.v, y, 2).U(r, 6, <p).
Inti'pducing this in (12), it separates out into the two equations
0 * F  , B'^F 
, dy--' By- a
^ 2t7‘ S t ^
^  ^ (M ,^ Mn) H, . F  = o,
(I- . 1
(14I
(15)
, 'r ' 0" / 2 0U A ;  ’ 1 &®IJ V I ' a' ( a 
?  '■ d V \ '  0 r  j  r®siir‘ <^ ' c)0® r‘&  ’ ■ O ^V ’
0 U 
’ do
g  =  j(^). u  ( - r )  =  o ; (16)
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with Ei-^E**Eo .
The equation (i6) can be expressed as
+ U(r)=J(r). U(-r).4"^  M
Here
... (17)
. . .  ( i8 )
• •• (19)
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the binding energy of M i and Mg.
Assuming the potential energy to be spherically symmetrical, we can 
separate (18) into the polar coordinates ; as
lh(r)U(r) = im^ (20)
being a spherical harmonic duly normalized. Now, if the polar coordinates 
of a point :r, y, z, are r, rp, those of the point—;v,—y,-2r, will be r, 7t + 0,
Also,
The wave-eqiiation for w becomes
r'*M\ Or  ^ T® J
(21)
( 2 3 )
(23'
l''or (he ground state, / =  o, and assuming J to be negative,
n is not to become infinite for large values of r, and is to vanish as r for small 
values of r. J(r) has the essential character of an exchange force, being cfTective 
within a range a, say, and becoming negligible in comparison with h  for r >■  a. 
We have assumed the exchange interaction potential to be of the form
J(r)“  — V .—-----, the range being defined by
r A.
M' being the mass of the exchange particle. With
“  Ar
J ( r ) - - V , . , T:
equation (23) becomes 
dr^
■ d^u
~ ~  ■■ \ ■
- E  M-
, . T
... (24)
... 2^5)
(26)
4—1423?—V
If we put 
then,
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x*>\r,
dr
and
d r \  d r  I  d i \  d r  d x  I d r  * d x  \ d r  d x  
Kquation (26) becomes
l =  ^ I  d x  d u
f)r, d~u , 4rr«MV r“ " ArrnU:
This can be put in the form
At Ar=o, (31) assiunes the form
The function,
satisfies this relation, because
which, for .r—>-0, !>ecomes
. a
2 + —.ao =  o-
d^Kp ■ quo _  
d x ‘  X  •
(a ?)
(28)
(29)
(50)
(i®u / e ~ *  , \■ ., + al -  - — b M = ()
dx- \ X 1 ... 131)
with
/j»A ' ... (32)
and b= J .  .
v x ■■■ (33)
(34)
a— - X
uo«=A,A;.e ^ ■ .. (35)
d.r* .V 4 ’ •• (36)
(37)
Following the procedure adopted in similar cases,® we put the solution to be
U^UqV ... (38)
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where v is developable in a Series. On substituting in (31),
a^ l + a v (~ - -----J-+  “ - b )  =  o
X 4 (39)
or 1 '"  4- v^ \( ; - ) + arl +
a ^ Cl — I -r ^
A 2 ! 3 !-A
^ -f p[x) ro^  4-
=  0 ; (40J
uhere i>(x) and tjf.v) are the coefficients of r ' and v. Here p{x) has a pole of the 
first order at :v'=o, and g(rv) has no pole of an order higher than the second. 
We put*^
^ 4* x (2 -  ax ) v '  A - v i ^ x ^  ^ a b x ^  — arr® + 4-...... ]\4 2! 3! I
— 4- ( x )  4  TPa(%)
— o.
H u e , let
P) fr) =  uq + ;v 4 a*2 x'  ^4 ... 
and =  +  +  "■
Comparing (42) and (43) with (41),
0^ =  2,
and
and
=  —a,
tttj “  o (for n >  1)
f^ o
/Jl= 0 ,
A
:■  (41)
... (42) 
-  (43)
(44)
We express v as the series
V =  X^ {,Cq + Cj *  + + ...).
In general, with
Ll«) “ -i;''(/o + /i
(45)
(461
(4 7)
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llie coefficients f ’sj are oblaij4ed by inakiug the individual coefficients in (47), 
vanish ; when we get
.lo ip )= p{p -i) + p.<>o^^o,-
f\(p) — p-<^i+ Pi
in{p)=’p.an + Pu- -  (48)
In our Case
/o(p)—P(P~l) + 2p 1 
■ fiip) — —ap .1
/2(p) =  - b  -  1 j
/ s (p )= " ,2 !
/4 (o )= -  etc. 
3 !
... (49)
The coefficients <’s satisfy the equations
t'o-foip)=o, (50)
ci-/ofp+i) +  Co-/i(p) =  f>, (51)
ca-/o(p + 2) + < i-/i(P+ i) + co-/a(p) =  o» (52)
etc.
The first of these gives the iudicial equation ; for,
giving the values
p (p -i)  + 2p=o 
P =  o
(53)
and p = - i .
For p=o , (51) gives
c i = o ; (54)
cs =  “  ; (55)
where
A • (56)
etc.
C3- - i c o . a U | -  + i -
120 I 2 4 '
(57)
(58)
For P = ~ i ,  we get identical coefficients for the series in t , which is to be
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expected as the two values of p differ by unity. A second solution would be of 
the fonii
'J'=jy-vi(.v).log a' + t’gCr), ... (.so)
uliere •j'x =  co + <-i:v + c2:v® + ... ... (6o)
and i'a =  c'„ + c'i.x:+<-'2;c'  ^+ ... ... Ihi)
'I'he solution {59) contains the term log .v ; and, therefore, it is of no interest 
1(1 us.“
Thus we take 
I'rom  this,
v=A.t'i(.v).
—
m =  A,-V.(’ .t =  A..v.c (ff,+ 6’aA:‘* + fli.c® + ...)
.. (62)
■ • (Cm )
,r
and =  A.f"  ^ (co ^ +  ...) ■”  —— a: c  ^ ^Co )
+ A ,a‘a: (2c’2-v + +4('4a:'M™ ...)
— A.AT.e; ^ d-3C2A'+ [ 4^3 —
1 x 2  \  2
rmting u and nf in the loriti
u  — K , C ( ^ . x , e  -  {1 6j A-f-/>2:v*‘* +  ► ■ ■ ) 
m'== A.Cq.X^ C CllX -Ui2X^  ^+ “ • ),and
(65)
(66)
— =  --- — ao + («! ”  bs)x + (aob‘2 ~ us)-'’” "*■ ■ ••
U a:
I +«^( l + “ 1+  +  ^ ] + ............
3 2 ^ (67)
a ax ^ l
a; 2  ,t \ 4 / .1 \ 12 .3
Following Betlie and Backer, we can derive some useful infonndtion from
16/). For, J(r) or V can be assumed to be negligible for r >  i/Av/.e.. 
'I'lien (30) reduces to
X  > 1.
dx''^
... (68)
Or
27T V Mfc-
« = c .e
... (69)
and
i n Me
2ffcV' Me , li\
^ hX '
... (70)
50 that
u' _  V Me 
u hX
... (71)
The bhape of the u—a curve is as shown in Fig. i.
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If we evaluate lu  lor any point, and if it is found to be positive, the point 
must lie on the ascending part of the curve, AB. Similarly, a point for which u'lu 
is negative lies on the descending part BC of the u—x curve. The former condition 
holds for too low a value of J(r) and indicates instability ; while, on the other 
hand, the latter condition denotes stability. We may suppose the values of u j^u 
calculated for a >  i and for .v <  i  to join up smoothly at x — i.
To a first approximation, from (67)
w' _   ^_  a 
u 2 • •• (7-i)
liquating this to (71)
_ U _  __2rr \/ Mg
2 /lA • •• <73)
Subsliluliiig the values M —1.67 x gni., r =  3.42 x io"'* erg., M' = 
electionie mass, we find for the deuteron nucleus,
130 X the
—------ =0.6S,
hX (74)
This gives « =  3-36- ~ (75)
lietaiuiug terms including X in (67), we get the second approximation,
I Cl (1 , di} i d  ico — + - =  — O.Oo.
2 na 3 3
. . .  (76)
From (32) and (33)
, 4ir^Me , ... (77)
This gives u =  3.S, ... (78)
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Relaining terms up to x'‘ id (67), we get the further approximation
+ „« „ 68.
M 3 3 9 3 6  36
This cubic equation is satisfied for the value
a = 3*5-
,/Vdopting this value of a, (32) gives
a/i®AV=r. = 7,7 X If)r l«
(79)
(So)
(81)
(82)
From {81) and (24),
A.V. =  2.6ox 10 " ’' erg =  i6.4 idilliou electron-volts.
The essence of the exchange theory is that two of the constituent particles 
of the nucleus virtually exchange their positions, and this is effected by the 
exchange particle transferring ihself periodically from one of them to the other. 
The aid of a similar mechanism can be invoked to form a basis of the hypothesis 
advanced here that the rare gas nuclei form the principal constituents of the 
other nuclei. Thus a nucleus will consist of two equal particles of equal mass at 
equal distances and in line with a residual particle of the remainder of the mass of 
the nucleus. I f this residual particle be taken at the centre of the co-ordinates, 
the co-ordinates of the two equal particles will be taken to be ;r and -  .r respec­
tively. According to our view, each of these equal terminal particles will be one 
of the rare gas nuclei composing the nucleus. Thus, Na®'*’ nucleus will consist 
of two particles of protonic mass with a residual particle of mass 21 between 
them (Fig. 2).
I 91 1
O - ----------------------- 0 -------------------------o
fo) -flOf (-t-f)
F to. 2
The exchange particle will be a heavy positive electron oscillating between 
the extreme particles and converting each of them in turn from proton to neutron 
and back to iiroton, exactly as in deuteron. The central particle will then cany a 
charge +roc. Similarly the structure of M g®” nucleus would be represented 
by Fig. 3.
4 18
o - “ ----------®
(o) + IOC
F i g . 3
The moments of inertia of some nuclei are known. For example,” the 
moment of inertia of is 1.2 x of Mg®«, 6.25 x 1 0 - " ’ ; and of A cX ®®",
2.2x10-'*'’ . If I represents the moment of inertia and A the atomic number, 
then, the relation between log I and log A  is very truly linear for the above three 
values, indicating -the relation 1 =  2 . 5 3 Thus,  for Ha ,
-1
- 0
1 + 21')
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1=  i.o X lo "*®. Presuming the structure of the B a ’ •'*® imcleus to be represented 
t ig ' 4, the distance between the extreme particles w ould be given by i.o  x 
4
O ------- -------------- -
(o)
130
+546 
ITlG* 4
A
---- o
(4-2^ )
=  8 X 1.67 X To~®  ^ X r® ; or, 27 — 5-47  ^ lo "* ®  cm. Similarly, for, M g*®, ar—1.37 
X j o " *‘■ *0111. Taking these distances as the range, i/A, of the interaction forces, 
we can calculate the mass, M, of the exchange particle fiom
M = JiA
2nr
For Ba*'*", M =6.3S x lo"*'* gm. =  7.oi xm , and for Mg*®, M =  2.53sx io“ *® gm, 
=  28.05 xm, where m is the electronic mass. We may, therefore, expect to find 
particles of masses 7 x m and 28 x ni and of charge + 2e in any process involving 
the disintegration of the Mg*® and B a ’ nuclei.
We have assumed the constituents of the Mg*® nucleus to be Ne** and He^; 
and, therefore, the binding energy of Mg*® would be given by the mass defect 
of the constituent particles, and would amount to i . q x  x  j o “ ®  erg. Applying as 
in (7 9 ), with M=6.68 X jo~*'t gm., dt =  22o.2, and 11 =  31.7. Then, (32) would 
g iv e  V =  3 .8  X 1 0 " ' Similarly, for B a * 0 =  129 ,and V = 3 .8 x jo "* ® . Table 11 
shows similar calculations for some other nuclei.
T ah i.e  1 1
1 / A. X 10^ ^ 1  X lots M
ergs cm . gm, cm.®
Na** 1 .603 2.41 4-85 15-9 ,1
1 . 1 1 5 3.75 11 72 10.25 1
Cs'S’ 0.601 10,48 91.67 3.66 1
1-54.S 1.248 5.20 30.8 2
Mg» 1.467 1.29 5 56 29*05 2
MgW 1 .912 I 368 6.25 28,05 2
Ca''« 1,184 1-913 12.2 20.08 2
Bq'Jb 2.254 5 47 100 0 7.01 2
Cl« 2.65 3 -4.13 9.91 i i . 16 " 1
C|S7 1.236 3*58 10.72 TO.72 1
Ur79 0.7 s 3 30 38.3 5-67 1
B ,-81 1,212 () 90 .30.8 I
im 0 301 JO.I 84-9 3. So 1
N i5“ 432 1 17 22.8 ! 26,08 10
D 0,3421'” ^•3833 I ’ 3° 1
I  he masiP TVI of tlie exchange particle is represented in tlie above table in terms of i h v  
electronic tnnss as the unit.
V, is calculated from the isotopic masses us given bv Barkas^^ ^nd by Aston 
e is the charge upon the exchange particle in terms of the electronic charge as the tinit
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The artificially activated fission of the uranium nucleus presents a problem 
bearing very directly on the view put forward here.'* The products of this fission 
are known to be X , Kr ; Ba, Te ; Cs, I ; Br, Rb, Sr, Se ; Ra, Y  ; Mo; Mu ; Sb, 
and, perhaps, Ag. It is of extreme interest to note that, excepting the doubtful 
product Ag, all the above-mentioned products of the fission are represented in 
the scheme of Table 1  as made up of eitlier X  or Kr as one of the components 
with the addition of a proton or He or Ne nucleus ; while the structure ascribed 
to the U nucleus is X  plus Kr. Thus, Ba and Te are products from X  and He 
nuclei ; I and Cs from X  and H nuclei ; La and Y  from X  and Ne nuclei ; Br 
and Rl) from K r and H nuclei ; Se and Sr from Kr and He nuclei ; and 'Mo and 
Ma from Kr and Ne nuclei ; and Sb from Kr and A nuclei. This would indicate 
that the products of the fission are X , Kr, Ne, He, and protons, in addition to 
neutrons whicli have been observed experimentally. If we consider the IT nucleus 
to be a binary system whose component are X  and Kr, then, the lighter nuclei, 
He- Ne, and H, would liave to be traced to the disruption of one or other of the 
X  and Kr nuclei. The fission of uranium seems to provide a convincing demons­
tration of the fact that the constituents of the atomic nuclei are of comparable 
masses, and that these constituents are provided by the nuclei of the rare gases as 
outlined here.
For the time being, we can only speculate on the nature of the exact mecha­
nism by which the incident neutrons loosen the bonds between the constituent 
particles sufficiently enough by disturbing the exchange forces to cause these 
constituents to fall asunder. It is probable that some kind of resonance is set up 
in the nucleus at the entry of the neutron into it.
Another aspect of our theory is the change in the isotopic number which 
would give a family of similar elements. In the original exposition, this vvas 
provided for on the assumption that, after the formation of the biiiaiy or multiple 
nucleus, the isotopic number was changing by absorption of negative electrons. 
For example, the synthesis of X  and A produces nuclei of the second group of 
the rare earths, whose number is further increased by absorption of one or more 
electrons. We would then have elements ranging in atomic weights between 
i6o and 176, and ranging in atomic numbers from 72 downwards. This shows 
a fair agreement with facts, the atomic weights of the second group of the rare 
earths from Tb to Hf lying between 159 and T76 and the atomic numbers between 
72 and 65. A better understanding of the phenomena leads us to believe that 
it is extremely improbable that electrons hold a free existence in nuclei. We 
have, on the other hand, abundant evidence to support the view that it is piotons 
and neutrons that exist in the nuejei as their ultimate constituents. Wc can, 
therefore, replace the above assumption of the absorption of electrons by one of 
emission of positrons. That this is possible can be concluded from a comparison 
of the masses of the several primary particles involved in the process.^ The 
masses of "proton, neutron and electron are» respectively, 1.00812, j .00895 and 
5— V
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0.00055 mass units. If we consider the neutron as the primary particle, then the 
proton consists of a neutron plus a positron, and its binding energy will be giy^n 
by the mass defect
T.0089,^  1 0.00055- 1 . 0 08 12-0 .ooT36 mass units.
Evidently, this is not possible on the view that it is the proton that is the primary 
particle, and that the neutron is composed of a proton plus an electron. For, 
the binding energy would have to be
1.00812 + 0.00055-1.00893= -0,00026 mass units,
which is a negative quantity. Thus, there arises a probability of the proton 
disrupting into a ncaitroii and a positron. The exact circmiistances under which 
this u'ould be possible cannot be understood ; but we have a similar case of posi­
tron emission in artificial radioactivity, Similaily induced instability in neuclei 
of binary or multij l^u character would change llic isotoi>ic number lo yield the 
various elements of a group.
TAimE III
Jsotoi)c and their nuclear spins, 1 
Those for the rare gase.s are derived from the values of the others
Isotope and components I
Na» =Nc”  +H 3 /2
■»' = A®8'<(* +H 3 /2
Br« T=Kr« +H 3/2
Hr«i =Kr»" +H 3 /2
Rb«5 =Kr«< + 1 1 5 /2
Rb®' =^ Ki«« +H 3/2
Cs»M f l l f 7/2
5/2
H 1/2
He 0
Ne2'‘i I2'» 3
A« 3
AW 1
1/2
Xia>. clilll 7/2
We may be justified in assuming that the spin of a nucleus is the algebraic 
sum of the sxnns of its constituents. In Table III  are listed sonic of the values 
of nuclear spins that are known with any degree of certainty. From tbeac we
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can surmise the values of the spins of the constituents, which are also included 
in the tabic.
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